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CPR research: Increasing survival after cardiac
arrest
When do you stop trying to revive a person who has
stopped breathing? Recent cases show some people
responding after 90 minutes of resuscitation efforts. Mayo
Clinic CPR research has led to new standards in emergency medicine.
Read article.
Cancer vaccines: New approaches
The concept of a cancer vaccine is not new, but one Mayo
Clinic researcher is harnessing immunology in ways no
one has before. The outcomes may impact a variety of
cancers.
Read article.
IBD: Exploring the role of neurons in gut motility
The pain of chronic disease of the gut is prompting Mayo
Clinic researchers to study the problem at the level of
neurons in the digestive tract's nervous system. They are
imaging activity at that level in real time in efforts to help
find a solution for patients.
Read article.
Toward a bioartificial liver: Buying time, boosting
hope
A Mayo Clinic researcher is collaborating with others to
regenerate human liver cells, using animals as incubators,
and then keeping them viable in an artificial reservoir.
The goal is to keep patients alive until a liver transplant can be
performed or their natural liver can recover from a toxic overload.
Read article.
Snapshot: Collaboration with India
Mayo Clinic has signed a collaborative research agreement with
India's Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. Ongoing projects
range from heart research to metabolomics.
Read article.

Recent Research News
Mayo Clinic Discovery Selected for Science's Top 10
Achievements of 2011
'Rare' Brain Disorder May Be More Common Than Thought,
Say Mayo Clinic Scientists
Obesity Linked to Higher Five-Year Death Rate After
Esophageal Cancer Surgery
Mayo Clinic Breaks Ground for Proton Beam Facility

Get the App
Now you can experience Discovery's Edge on your iPad, with
additional interactive features.
Download the free app today.

Discovery's Edge, the Print Magazine

Discovery's Edge is now published twice yearly as a printed
publication. Delve into research as never before with this free, 32page magazine, featuring ongoing scientific studies, profiles and other
research news from Mayo Clinic.
Subscribe.
Discovery's Edge, Mayo Clinic's online research magazine, highlights
stories of leading medical investigators. Many feature stories cover
ongoing projects long before they reach the journals. Science writers
and medical reporters seeking story ideas will want to review the
articles, which span a wide range of conditions and include visuals
that can be used in publications.
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